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SALVAGE ARCHAEOLOGY IN LONDON: THE C.O.E.D. PROJECT
PART 2(B): THE WILLCOCK SITE, A TRANSITIONAL UREN-MIDDLEPORT COMPONENT
Dana Poulton
Chipped Lithics
The chipped lithic industry is relatively well represented at the Willcock site: a total of 8996 individual
pieces are present. All are of chert. Table 11 summarizes the frequency and raw material for the analysed
categories, exclusive of pre-Iroquoian bifaces (N-3) and debitage (N-8159). As indicated, the sample
comprises seven broad categories in addition to cores. Excluding the cores, these total 520 specimens,
over half of which are represented by the informal tool categories, utilized flake and pieces esquillees. Of
the formal tools or artifacts, scrapers, miscellaneous bifaces and projectile points are most common, in
descending order of frequency.
Table 1 1 : Willcock Site Frequency and Raw Materials of Analysed Chipped Lithic Categories*
Chert Type
Artifact Category

Local
Pebble

Burlington
Formation

Total

Onondaga

Kettle Point

Selkirk

Ancaster

Projectile Point

20

12

2

1

17

52

Projectile Point Preform

5

7

2

5

19

Drill

3

4

1

6

14

1

4

11

22

72

20

36

107

Indeterminate

Strike-a-Light

3

MiscellaneousBiface

13

21

3

Scraper

22

28

1

UtilizedFlake

75

95

39

50

260

PieceEsquillee

30

26

26

16

98

Core

25

25

118

44

212

Total

196

218

6

5

215

1

197

838

% of Total

23.4

26

0.7

0.6

25.7

0.1

23.5

100

2

1

* Excludes pre-Iroquoian bifaces

Raw materials subsume six identifiable cherts and one indeterminate group. Of the former, Kettle Point,
Onondaga and local pebble cherts are almost equally represented, although a major proportion of the local
pebble chert sample consists of informal tools and cores. Formal tools indicate a preference for the better
quality cherts and include the only examples of the minority Selkirk and Ancaster cherts. Burlington
Formation chert is represented by a single, probably pre-Iroquoian, specimen (see analysis of utilized
flakes, below).
Projectile Points
Projectile points constitute a large proportion of the formal chipped lithic tools: 52 were found. As
indicated in Table 12, which summarizes the form, nature and raw materials, the collection is dominated
by side-notched points (N-40) (Figure 18a-q), with a small number of triangular points (N-4) (Figure 18rt) and of tip fragments (N-8). All specimens are of chert. Of the identifiable materials, Onondaga chert is
best represented (N-20), followed by Kettle Point chert (N-12), Selkirk chert (N-2) and Ancaster chert (N1).
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Figure 18: The Willcock Site: Projectile Points

Table 12: Willcock Site Projectile Points, Correlation of Form, Nature and Raw Material Chert Type
Form

Side-Notched

Triangular
Indeterminate
Total

Nature
Complete
Complete except for tip
Complete except for
base
Base only
Subtotal
Complete
Missing tip
Subtotal
Tip

4

Kettle Point
3
1

2

2

2

3

16

9
1
1
2
1
12

Onondaga
8

4
20

Selkirk

Ancaster
1

1

1
2

1

2

1

Indeterminate
6
1

Total
18

2

6

7

3

9

12
1
1
2

40
2
2
4
8
52

3
17
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Metrical data for the larger side-notched sample
Table 13: Willcock Site Side-Notched Projectile Points,
Metrical Data
are presented in Table 13. In general, these
points comprise a relatively consistent form, Variable
N
Mean
Range
notwithstanding the ranges of the 10 variables Total Length
18
1 9-44 mm
30.0 mm
tabulated. The typical Willcock side-notched Base Length
25
6.4 mm
4-10 mm
point is isosceles trianguloid in form, with
Blade Length
27
25.7 mm
14-45 mm
slightly convex blade edges and a convex base.
34
16.2 mm
13-40 mm
The well-defined notches tend to be located Shoulder Width
31
12.3mm
7-16 mm
relatively low on the point, yielding a mean Basal Width
base-to-blade length ratio of .29. The average Inter-Notch Width
37
7.7 mm
5-13 mm
point is just over twice as long as it is wide, Thickness
34
3- 5 mm
4.2 mm
with a width-length ratio of .55 and an average WidthVLength Ratio
18
.36-.74
0.55
maximum length and width of 30.0mm and
18
.11-.21
0.15
Thickness/Length Ratio
16.1mm, respectively. Almost all the specimens
0.29
18
.15-.41
are widest at the shoulder: only one point is Blade/Base Length Ratio
wider at the base. Shoulders are usually * Determined at point of maximum (shoulder or base) width.
barbless or weakly barbed and tangs generally
form acute angles at the juncture of the convex base and lateral notches. In many respects, these points
conform to a defined but as-yet undescribed type, the Middleport Notched point (Kewa 1980: SW Ontario
Point Chronology-1980). The Willcock specimens differ in two respects; their convex, rather concave or
straight bases; and the fact that they are widest at the shoulder rather than the base. New point types have
been defined on the basis of less than this, but the writer will leave the matter at that. The present sample
includes two specimens that are probably juvenile. Both are only marginally modified. One has marginal
retouch (Figure 18q); the other is edge-crushed (Figure 18p).
The four triangular points clearly represent a minority form at Willcock. One complete specimen (Figure
18r) is actually a side-notched point that was evidently reworked after the base broke. It has a length,
width and thickness of 21mm, 16mm and 4mm, respectively. A second complete specimen (Figure 18t)
forms an equilateral triangle, with a length, width and thickness of 25mm, 27mm and 4mm, respectively.
A third specimen (Figure 18s) is missing one tang or basal-lateral juncture. It is unusually short and
broad. The fourth triangular point is missing the distal blade and is burnt. It is isosceles-triangular in
form.
Projectile Point Preforms and Rejects
Sixteen artifacts are interpreted as projectile point preforms, a further three as projectile point rejects. All
feature complete bifacial flaking. Of the preforms, seven are complete and five are represented by bases.
Most of the complete specimens (N-5) were broken medially during manufacture and were recovered as
separate bases and tips. It is a measure of the relatively finished nature of the preforms that many of the
types were originally catalogued as projectile point fragments. In fact, it is possible that some of the
previously enumerated point tips may pertain to preforms rather than finished artifacts, as may some of
the biface tips enumerated in the section describing bifaces (see below).
Virtually all of the specimens are ovate acuminate in shape, with convex lateral and basal margins (Figure
19a-c, e). The exceptions are two specimens with straighter blade edges that form more acute angles with
the base. Three of the reconstructed preforms have differential thermal altering of the tip and base. One of
these (Figure 19e) is unusual in featuring heavy wear on the flake ridges of the base: this specimen may
represent a hafted knife rather than a preform.
Raw materials are as follows: Kettle Point chert (N-6); Onondaga chert (N-5), Ancaster chert (N-2); and
indeterminate chert (N-3). Granting that the sample is small, it is interesting that Kettle Point chert
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appears to be much more common among preforms than among finished points. This may suggest that a
larger proportion of the side-notched points of Onondaga chert were not made on the site.

m
3cm

Figure 19: The Willcock Site: Assorted Chipped Stone Artifacts

The measurements of width and thickness could be determined for all 16 specimens; those of length and
the related ratios are limited to the seven complete preforms. The sample display the following ranges and
means: length, 29-48mm (x43.1); width, 15-25mm (x!9.6); thickness, 4-7mm (x5.6); width-length ratio,
.36-.5S (x.46); and thickness-length ratio, .10-.24 (x.14). Comparisons with the data for finished sidenotched points (Table 13) show that the preforms are on average longer, wider and thicker, and are longer
in relation to their width. The only variable for which the preforms and finished points are similar is the
thickness-length ratio.
Drills
Fourteen drills were recovered. All but three are complete. Seven of the specimens are on bifaces, one is
on a side scraper, three are on flakes and three are on irregularly-shaped pieces of shatter. The
measurements of the combined sample are as follows: length (N-ll), 15-65mm (x29.7); width (N-13), 10-
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30mm (x!6.8); and thickness (N-13), 2-9mm (x5.9). Four are of Kettle Point chert, three of Onondaga
chert, one of local pebble chert and six of indeterminate chert.
The bifacial drills subsume considerable variation, although all feature complete bifacial retouch. Two are
notched, one a finely worked corner-notched specimen of Kettle Point chert (Figure 19h), the other a
weakly side-notched, basally-concave specimen of Onondaga chert (Figure 19f). A third specimen is a
typical projectile point preform of Kettle Point chert. A fourth specimen consists of a small, narrow biface
of Onondaga chert (Figure 19g). An additional specimen is much larger and represents a biface that has
broken distally on a diagonal and been re-used as a drill (Figure 19j). It is of local pebble chert. The
remaining two bifacial drills, of indeterminate and Onondaga chert, respectively, are tip fragments.
The side-scraper drill consists of a long, blade-like decertification flake of Kettle Point chert (Figure 19i).
Of the six flake and fragment drills, all but one is of indeterminate chert: the exception is a fragment drill
of Kettle Point chert. One flake and one fragment drill feature relatively bulbous bits: all other specimens
have acute drill bits.
Strike-a-Lights
Four artifacts feature the battered use-wear syndrome characteristic of strike-a-lights. Two of the
specimens are complete; the remaining two represent the working ends of larger tools. One of the
complete specimens is an ovoid biface of Onondaga chert (Figure 19k). Use modification on this piece is
primarily confined to the wide end, although the point at the opposite end also appears to have been used,
as a drill. The second complete specimen is a flake of Onondaga chert. The fragments both represent
bifaces and are of Onondaga and indeterminate chert, respectively. The two complete specimens have a
length, width and thickness of 35mm, 28mm, and 9mm; and 27mm, 22mm, and 7mm, respectively.
Pre-Iroquoian Bifaces
Three projectile points or bifaces are considered to be pre-Iroquoian on the basis of form. One specimen
is a typical example of the Late Archaic Genesee type (Ritchie 1961) or Ontario Broadpoint (Kenyon
1980c) (Figure 191). It has convex blade margins and a short, rectanguloid stem, is of Onondaga chert,
and has a length, width and thickness of 58mm, 38mm and 10mm, respectively. Genesee points have a
suggested time range of ca 1900-1400 B.C. in Ontario (Kewa 1981:7), and research by Kenyon (1980a,
1980c) would suggest an early placement for the present specimen. This artifact was found just above
subsoil in Layer 3 of Midden 51, with a maximum depth range of 38-45cm. The writer originally
suspected a brief Broadpoint occupation at Willcock on the basis of this artifact and a small quantity of
cobble fragments and spalls of greywacke, a material that forms a hallmark of western Broadpoint or
Satchell complex lithic industries in the area from London west to Michigan and Ohio (Kenyon 1980a;
1979). However, the intra-site distributions of the 10 pieces of greywacke refute this hypothesis: single
specimens were indeed recovered from Midden 51 and from a nearby support post at the west end of the
longhouse, but others were found inside longhouse features, in Midden 53, and south of the house. In
short, the greywacke appears to pertain to the Iroquoian occupation and the Genesee point most probably
represents an Iroquoian curio rather than an in-situ Late Archaic component.
The second pre-Iroquoian artifact is a complete, medium-sized corner-notched projectile point of
unknown type (Figure 19n). The straight-edged blade is alternate-edge bevelled, the probable result of
reworking. This point, of Onondaga chert, has a length, width and thickness of 43mm, 27mm and 7mm,
respectively. It was found in the surface-to-subsoil excavation of a subsquare near the centre of the
longhouse.
The remaining specimen is a near-complete point of indeterminate type (Figure 19m). The lanceolate
blade features convex edges and the haft element consists of distinct side-notches with well-developed
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barbless shoulders. The base is missing but was evidently expanding. This specimen has a blade length,
width and thickness of 50mm, 19mm and 6mm, respectively, and is of Kettle Point chert. It was
recovered from the surface-to-subsoil excavation of a subsquare at the eastern edge of Midden 53.

A total of 72 artifacts with bifacial retouch do not conform to any of the previously-described bifacial tool
categories (Figure 19p). The sample has been divided into six categories: these and raw materials are
correlated in Table 14. As the table indicates, nine specimens are preforms. All are crude and represent
rejects and/or early stages in the manufacture of tools of indeterminate type. A further six are only
marginally retouched and may also represent preforms not completed. The remaining 57 specimens are
fragmentary and may equally pertain to broken preforms or finished tools broken in use. These comprise
33 blade fragments, 16 tips and eight basal fragments. Three of the latter group are fragments of weakly
side-notched bifaces. The most complete of the three (Figure 19o) may be pre-Iroquoian.
Table 14: Willcock Site Miscellaneous Bifaces, Category and Chert Type
Category

Onondaga

Kettle Point

Preform

2

1

Notched Base

1

Ancaster

Blade Fragment

8

8

1

1

Tip

2

8

1

1

1

Marginal Biface
Total

13

21

Local Pebble

Indeterminate

Total

1

5

9

2

3

1

5

1

3

Unnotched Base

Selkirk

2

3

8

33

4

16

3

2

6

11

22

72

7

Mention might also be made here of 38 biface trimming flakes that are present in the collection. As
described with reference to the Magrath site sample, these pertain to biface production and/or
resharpening. The biface trimming flakes comprise the following chert types: Onondaga (N-ll); Kettle
Point (N-9); local pebble (N-5); Ancaster (N-l); and indeterminate (N-12). These have been enumerated
with the chipping debitage.
Scrapers
A total of 107 scrapers were found: types, frequencies and raw materials are summarized in Table 15. As
indicated, fragments of indeterminate type comprise nearly half the sample (N-43, 40.2%). The remainder
consist of variations on end scrapers (N-6, 5.6%), and of random flake scrapers (N-30, 28%), side
scrapers (N-l6, 15.0%) and spokeshaves (N-12, 11.2%). Of the total sample, identifiable cherts (N-71)
are dominated Kettle Point (N-28, 39.4%), followed by Onondaga (N-22, 31.0%) and local pebble cherts
(N-20, 28.2%). The poorer-quality local pebble cherts predominate only among the random flake
scrapers, perhaps a reflection of the less formal nature or requirements of this particular variety.
The end scrapers, as Table 15 indicates, include three bifacial specimens (Figure 20a-b). These have the
following metrical values: length (N-2), 42-58mm; width, N-3, 18-29mm (x23.7); and thickness (N-3),
10mm each. All feature complete bifacial retouch. Two other specimens have retouch confined to the
end-scraping margins. Both are fragmentary. The remaining specimen lumped here is a thumbnail scraper
(Figure 20c). It has a length and width of 23mm and a thickness of 6mm.
The side scrapers each feature long, lateral scraping edges on one or both margins (Figure 20f-g). Ten
specimens have single scraping edges, the remaining six two opposed scraping edges. Metrical data for
the eleven complete side scrapers are as follows: length, 22-45mm (x 33.3); width, 14-40mm (x 24.9);
and thickness, 3-12mm (x 7.3).
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Table 15: Willcock Site; Correlation of Scraper Type, Frequency and Raw Material
Chert Type
Scraper Type
Kettle
Local
Total
Selkirk
Indeterminate
Onondaga
Point
Pebble
N
%
1
1
1
2.8
Bifacial End
3
1
1
1.9
Unifacial End
2
1
1
0.9
Thumbnail
2
4
11.2
Spokeshave
3
12
3
1
Side
5
5
15.0
5
16
1
Random Flake
7
6
10
6
28.0
30
4
Indeterminate
13
6
20
40.2
43
28
1
Total
22
20
36
107
100.0

0

1

2

3cm

Figure 20: The Willcock Site: Assorted Chipped Stone Artifacts and Cores
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The spokeshave scrapers all feature one or more tightly convex scraping edges or notches. Typically,
these occur on edges too acute to have been deliberately retouched, and the modification appears to be the
result of use alone (Figure 20d). Two specimens, however, feature deliberately-manufactured notches on
more obtuse-angled edges (Figure 20e). Metrical data are as follows: length, 15-63mm (xSO.O); width, 1044mm (x!9.0); and thickness, 2-16mm (x5.6).

The random flake scrapers all feature retouch on one or more margins. In many cases the retouch is
discontinuous and in all cases it has not contributed toward an overall shaping of the piece. Metrical data
are as follows: length, 18-47mm (x26.4); width, 12-39mm (x!9.1); and thickness, 3-12mm (x5.8).
Utilized Flakes
A total of 259 utilized flakes were recovered, making this the most common chipped stone tool category.
If combined with unutilized debitage, the utilized specimens would comprise 3.1% of the total sample of
debitage. All are of chert, with the following types represented: Kettle Point (N-95, 36.7%); Onondaga
(N-75, 30.0%); local pebble (N-39, 15.1%); and indeterminate (N-50, 19.3%). Metrical data are as
follows: length, 13-59mm (x25.1); width, 7-32mm (x!7.1); and thickness, 2-12mm (x4.9).
An additional specimen, not enumerated above, may pertain to the Middle Woodland component. This is
a utilized biface trimming flake of thermally altered Burlington Formation chert from southern Illinois
(Figure 20h). It was found in the surface-to-subsoil excavation of a subsquare about 15 meters south of
the longhouse, less than 10 meters northeast of a number of units that produced Middle Woodland pottery
(Figure 26).
Pieces Esquillees
The 98 pieces esquillees comprise the second
most common tool category at Willcock,
second only to utilized debitage. These bipolar
artifacts are slightly more common than bipolar
cores (see below). Eight varieties are present, in
addition to three fragmentary varieties and an
indeterminate group. As indicated in the crosstabulation of variety and raw material, the
sample is dominated by specimens of the
opposing ridge variety (N-45, 45.9%) (Figure
201), followed by those of the ridge-point
variety (N-14, 14.3%) (Figure 20i) and ridgearea variety (N-ll, 11.2%) (Figure 20j).
Identifiable cherts are represented in almost
equal proportions by Onondaga (N-30, 30.6%),
Kettle Point (N-26, 26.5%) and local pebble
cherts (N-26, 26.5%) (Tables 16 and 17).

Table 16: Willcock Site Pieces Esquillees Chert Types
Chert Type
Variety
Opposing Ridge
Opposing Ridge/
Opposing Ridge
Opposing Ridge/
Ridge?

Onondaga

Kettle
Point

Local
Pebble

Ind.

Total

19

9

10

7

45

1

1

1

1

4

2

Ridge-Point

4

Ridge-Area

1

4

Ridge-Area/
Ridge?

14

3

3

11
1

2

1

4

Indeterminate
Total

3

1

Point?
Ridge?

7

1

Opposing Point
Area-Point

2

30

3
1

2

2

2

6

7

2

26

26

9
16

98

The pieces esquillee is a somewhat controversial tool that can be confused with the bipolar core. As in the
other lithic analyses in this report, the distinction has been made on the basis of size and on the fact that
many of the pieces esquillees have bipolar damaged confined to the margins or bipolar zones of
percussion. Comparisons between the present sample and the Willcock bipolar cores (see below and
Tables 17 and 18) indicate a number of differences. Firstly, the opposing ridge variety has a much greater
representation among the pieces esquillees. Secondly, the poorer-quality local pebble cherts have a much
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Table 17: Willcock Site; Pieces Esquillees; Metrical Data
Variety
Opposing
Ridge
Opposing
Ridge/
Opposing
Ridge
Opposing
Ridge/ Ridge?
Ridge-Point
Ridge-Area
Ridge-Area/
Ridge?
Opposing Point
Area-Point
Point?
Area?
Indeterminate?
Total

Length (mm)
Range
Mean

Width (mm)
Range
Mean

Thickness (mm)
Mean
Range

N

%

45

45.9

14-38

22.8

9-43

17.9

4-11

6.6

4

4.1

19-27

23.5

13-24

18.5

5-12

7

2

2.0

23-24

23.5

16-22

9

7-10

8.5

14
11

14.3
11.2

17-37
16-58

27.6
24.6

9-21
13-28

15.5
18.5

5-12
5-11

8.7
8.5

lower incidence among the
pieces
esquillees.
As
implied above, the latter are
also smaller than the bipolar
cores. These differences
presumably relate to the
functional nature of the
pieces esquillees.
Cores

The types, varieties and raw
materials of the 212 cores
17-28
24
3
3.1
8-19
12.3
6-16
10.3
1
1.0
(24)
24
17
8
(17)
from the Willcock site are
(8)
2
2.0
correlated in Table 18. As
6
6.1
the table indicates, the
9
9.2
98
100.0
14-15
24
8-43
17.4
4-16
7.4
sample comprises bipolar
cores
(N-70,
39.0%);
random cores (N-57, 26.9%), and fragments of indeterminate type (N-71, 33.5%). The most common
type, bipolar, subsumes nine complete and three fragmentary varieties as well as a group of fragments too
incomplete to assign to discrete varieties. Most common of these are ridge-area cores (N-17) (Figure 20r),
ridge-point cores (N-16) (Figure 20o), and opposing ridge cores (N-13) (Figure 20n).
1

1.0

(22)

22

(23)

23

(10)

10

Table 18: Willcock Site: Correlation of Core Type, Variety and Raw Material
Variety

Core Type

Bipolar

Bipolar Opposing Ridge
Opposing Ridge/Opposing Ridge
Opposing Ridge/Ridge-Area
Ridge-Area/Ridge-Area
Ridge-Area
Ridge-Point
Area Point
Opposing Area
Opposing Point
Ridge?
Area?
Point?
Indeterminate
Subtotal

Random
Indeterminate
Total

Onondaga
Chert
5
1
1
4
3

1

15
6
4
25

Raw Material
Local Pebble
Kettle Point
Chert
Chert
3
1

Total
Indeterminate
Chert
5
2

7
11
6
4
1
1
2
3
3

3

42
37
39
118

6
5
14
25

1
1
1
-

3
2
2
2
1
2
1
1

N

%

13
1
3
1

6.1
0.5
1.4
0.5
8.0
7.5
4.2
2.8
1.9
1.4
1.9
1.4
1.9
39.6
26.9
33.5
100.0

17
16
9
6
4
3
4
3
4

21

84

9
14
44

57
71
212

All of the cores are of chert. Of the identifiable cherts, local pebble cherts are most common, comprising
118 specimens or 55.7% of the total core sample. The next most common cherts are Onondaga and Kettle
Point, each represented by 25 cores (11.8%). Indeterminate chert accounts for the remaining 44 cores
(20.8%). Comparisons between the bipolar and random types indicate some differences with respect to
raw materials: the former feature almost twice the percentage of Onondaga chert, a slightly lower
incidence of local pebble cherts, a comparable percentage of Kettle Point chert, and some 10% more of
the indeterminate chert category. No explanations for these differences are readily apparent.
Metrical data, presented in Table 19, demonstrate that bipolar cores are on average smaller in all
dimensions than cores of the random type. There is relatively little difference in size between the bipolar
varieties.
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Table 19: Willcock Site Cores; Metrical Data
Type

Variety

N

Length (mm)
Mean
Range
23-42
29.9

Width (mm)
Range
Mean
12-29
21.5

Thickness (mm)
Range
Mean
5-20
11.4

The examination of
debitage has been
limited
to
the
1
(40)
40
(35)
35
(23)
23
separation during
3
22-32
9-14
26-35
29.3
25.3
12.3
cataloguing of chert
17
31.5
16-37
14.4
20-48
23.5
8-25
and
non-chert
Bipolar
1
(38)
38
(38)
38
(15)
15
detritus. On the
16
21-46
32.6
13-37
22-9
8-17
12.5
basis of the analysis
4
26-31
29
9-19
13.8
8-16
11.5
of
formal
and
6
23-66
41.5
21-32
26.7
6-30
18
informal
tools,
only
g
25-39
29.1
19.4
13-25
9-18
13.6
70
32
specimens of chert
20-66
9-38
22.6
5-30
73.5
Random
57
25-80
43
18-58
32
10-30
18.9
are attributed to the
127
Total
20-80
37.5
9-58
27.5
5-30
16.2
chipped lithic industry. These comprise 8159 pieces. As in all of the investigations described herein, excavators and
cataloguers were cautioned to be on the lookout for examples of potentially exotic chert. None was noted.
Opposing Ridge
Opposing Ridge
/Opposing Ridge
Opposing
Ridge/Ridge-Area
Ridge-Area
RidgeArea/Ridge-Area
Ridge-Point
Opposing Point
Opposing Area
Area-Point
Subtotal

13

Ground and Rough Stone
The ground and rough stone artifact classes are rather poorly represented at Willcock. Of the pertinent
categories summarized in Kewa 08 #5-6 Table 1 and described below, only stone pipes and celts pertain
to the ground stone class. The rough stone class subsumes a somewhat wider range of categories,
although none but abraders and hammerstones comprise more than a dozen specimens, and abraders, as
the most abundant category, are largely represented by fragments. A miscellaneous artifact category has
been included below to accommodate a few specimens that do not strictly conform to either the ground or
rough stone class. Finally, a miscellaneous category is presented that comprises specimens, mostly
fragmentary, of dubious significance.
Stone Pipes
Three stone pipes were found. All are of limestone. The first is complete and finished and represents an
early example of the wedge form (Figure 2la). This specimen has a maximum height, length and width of
25mm, 30mm and 21mm, respectively, tapering in both planes toward the base. The bowl and stem holes
are both conical and were formed by drilling: their respective diameters are 17mm and 11mm. Decoration
is confined to four shallow notches on the frontal lip, two of which retain a reddish substance that may be
red ochre. Straie pertaining to manufacture are visible on all surfaces but have largely been obliterated by
finer grinding and/or wear. This specimen was recovered from a large storage/refuse pit located inside the
southern wall of the longhouse near the linear centre of the structure.
The second stone pipe is a bowl fragment of a finished specimen. What remains of this artifact suggests a
conical form with a flat lip and an exterior and interior bowl diameter of 19mm and 12mm, respectively.
A conical-shaped drill hole comprises the bowl orifice. The specimen is from Midden 52.
The third stone pipe comprises two matched fragments of a preform broken in manufacture (Figure 21b).
These pertain to a barrel-shaped bowl of a stemmed pipe with a slightly pointed lip and an exterior
diameter of 32mm. The bowl orifice was manufactured by a combination of drilling, gouging and
reaming: straie pertaining to manufacture are oriented longitudinally on the elbow and front of the bowl
and at various directions elsewhere. The portion of the pipe that includes the lip was found in a large
storage/ refuse pit just inside the northern wall of the longhouse near the linear centre of the structure; the
lower bowl portion was recovered in Midden 52, 21 meters away. The elbow portion is burnt.
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Celts
Nine celts were found. They
comprise
two
complete
preforms, three complete,
finished celts, and four
fragments representing the bit
elements of celts broken in
use. In addition, 12 small
fragments of amphibolite
retain portions of ground
surfaces and may pertain to
celts damaged in use. A
further 17 shards of amphibolite may also pertain to celts,
either as fragments of artifacts
broken in use or as the
detritus from celt manufacture. These range from large
cobble fragments to small
interior pieces. While there
can be no positive correlation
between celts and amphibolite
per se, the association of this
material with this particular
tool category is supported by
the fact that no other use was
made of amphibolite in the
ground stone industry at the
Willcock site.
Three of the
complete
specimens were found in
close proximity and represent
stages of manufacture from
beginning to end. The first
Figure 21: The Willcock Site: Ground Stone Artifacts
specimen is of a fine quality
metamorphic stone of indeterminate origin (Figure 21e). It represents an early stage in the manufacturing sequence and consists of a
split cobble. One face is very smooth and one lateral margin has been pitted by a hammerstone. The latter
has also been unifacially flaked, as has one end: the other lateral margin is bifacially flaked. This
specimen has a length, width, thickness and weight of 97mm, 55mm, 23mm and 213gms, respectively. A
second specimen, of the same unidentified material, represents the finished product (Figure 21h). It is
carefully ground over virtually the entire surface and has a sharp, gently convex bit, slightly plano-convex
in cross-section. The length, width, thickness and weight of the finished celt are 53mm, 34mm, 14mm and
49gm, respectively. Although these two specimens are of the same material, the distinctive swirling
pattern on the finished piece is present only on a portion of one (bit?) end of the preform. The other celt
preform cited represents an intermediary stage of manufacture (Figure 2If). It is somewhat larger than the
finished celt just described, and has been carefully shaped by flaking and grinding. This specimen is of
amphibolite and has a length, width, thickness and weight of 65mm, 42mm, 14mm and 65gm,
respectively. As indicated above, these three artifacts were found in close proximity. The two of identical
material were recovered from the same one meter square in the living floor excavation of the northwest
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part of the longhouse, just inside the house wall: the third specimen was found two meters away in a
subsquare that straddles the wall.
Two other complete celts remain to be described. One is a medium-sized specimen of amphibolite (Figure
21g). It was evidently broken in use and was recovered in two fragments, the bit portion in Midden 51
and the poll portion in Midden 52, 38 meters away. It has a length, width, thickness and weight of 76mm,
37mm, 11mm and 83gm, respectively. The other celt is very small and may not have been designed as a
functional tool (Figure 21d). It is of slate and has a length, width, thickness and weight of 41mm, 23mm,
7mm and 1 Igm, respectively.
No measurements were warranted for the four bit fragments recovered. Two of them are of amphibolite,
one is of porphyry and one is of an indeterminate metamorphic stone.
Hammerstones
All of the 15 hammerstones recovered are naturally-weathered cobbles, ovate to irregular in shape (Figure
21c). Evidence of hammer use consists of discontinuous or localized pitting on all but one. The exception
is a facetted hammerstone that has been shaped by pitting around the entire circumference. This
specimen, of a hard metamorphic stone, is smoothly ground on one face. Thirteen of the hammerstones
are complete; the remaining two have broken in use and are fragmentary. Metrical data are as follows:
length (N-13), 40-87mm (x64.5); width (N-13), 34-70mm (x46.5); thickness (N-14), 19-52mm (x33.6);
and weight, 37-444gm (x!67.5).
Anvil Stones
Six anvil stones were found. Three are fragmentary and three complete. The latter comprise a large,
irregularly-shaped cobble of hard stone with a single, central zone of pitting on one face, and two smaller
cobbles with bifacial zones of pitting, one of limestone, the other of sandstone. The three complete
specimens have the following measurements, respectively: length, 112mm; width, 85mm, and thickness,
58mm; length, 72mm, width, 48mm, and thickness, 39mm; and length, 67mm, width, 50mm, and
thickness, 36mm.
Hammer-Anvil Stones
Three artifacts represent combination hammer and anvil stones. The most formal tool of the group is a
nearly circular artifact of quartzite (Figure 22b). It features a single discrete zone of anvil pitting in the
centre of each flat face and a continuous hammering facet around the entire circumference. The latter may
pertain to deliberate shaping rather than use. Whatever the case, the hammering has had the effect of
flattening the edges. The peripheries of both faces and, to a lesser extent, the entire surface, are ground,
indicating an additional function as a mano. The artifact has a length, width, thickness and weight of
122mm, 110mm, 46mm and l,115gm, respectively. Interestingly, it was found lying flat, half-buried in
the living floor immediately adjacent to a hearth in the centre of the longhouse.
The second hammer-anvil (Figure 22a) is a small cobble of granite. It features continuous hammer pitting
around most of the circumference and diagonally across each face, with a central zone of anvil pitting on
each face. This artifact has a length, width, thickness and weight of 69mm, 54mm, 38mm and 219gm,
respectively.
The third hammer-anvil is approximately half-complete. It consists of a flattened cobble of limestone with
anvil pits along the central axis of each face, concentrated zones of pitting at the centre (?) of each face,
and discontinuous hammer pitting around the edge. This specimen has a width and thickness of 83mm
and 40mm, respectively.
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Manos
Two artifacts are interpreted as
manos. Both are naturallyrounded to ovate cobbles of
hard stone with smoothly
ground
surfaces.
Their
respective measurements are as
follows: length, 116mm, width,
94mm, thickness, 48mm, and
weight, 907gms; and length,
88mm, width, 74mm, thickness,
43mm, and weight, 412gm.
Abraders
Twenty-four
abraders
are
present in the collection, only
four of which are complete
(Figure 22e). All are of
sandstone. Fourteen feature
abrader use on one face, six
others have been used on both
faces, and three others feature
use wear on one or more edges
in addition to bifacial wear. In
all cases wear is present as one
or more smoothly ground
surfaces: two specimens are also
grooved and one is scratched.
These minority forms of
Figure 22: The Willcock Site: Rough Stone Artifacts
modification may pertain to the
manufacture of artifacts such as bone awls or to the roughening of the edges of biface preforms in
preparation for retouch. No evidence of the latter practice, however, was noted during the analysis of the
chipped lithic collection. Metrical data are as follows: length (N-8), 68-100mm (x81.5); width (N-7), 2977mm (x50.9); and thickness (N-14), 7-29mm (x!4.6).
Miscellaneous Artifacts
This category comprises a catch-all for
specimens that do not conform to previouslydescribed ground and rough stone categories.
One specimen is an engraved or decorated piece
of shale (Figure 23). The modification on this
artifact is confined to shallow incising. This
takes the form of a single straight line oriented
longitudinally to the piece, above which are 17
short, parallel lines at a slight angle. This
specimen may represent some sort of tally:
whatever the case, the lines have been carefully
executed, as indicated by their straightness and
the fact that the space between each of the short
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Figure 23: The Willcock Site: Incised Stone
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parallel lines varies no more than half a millimetre from a width of 2mm. The artifact was recovered from
one of the few exterior house features, six meters west of the longhouse.
A second miscellaneous specimen may represent a pottery marker (Figure 21c). This artifact is a flake of
slate and features a smoothly ground edge along all margins, converging to a point at the distal end. It has
a length, width and thickness of 28mm, 19mm and 4mm, respectively.
Two other specimens are of chipped, non-siliceous stone. One, a possible chopper, is semi-lunar in shape
and features bifacial flaking around most of the margin (Figure 22d). It has a length, width and thickness
of 121mm, 81mm, and 23mm, respectively. The second specimen is a slate cobble spall that has been
flaked along the proximal edge of the ventral face subsequent to detachment. It has a length, width and
thickness of 82mm, 63mm and llmm, respectively.
Miscellaneous
This category subsumes 176 specimens of dubious significance. Included are seven cobbles that feature
slightly smooth surface, a modification which could be the result of natural weathering or of casual use.
The remaining 169 specimens are fragments of stone that may represent the detritus from ground stone
manufacturing and/or ground or rough stone artifact use, and/or fragments of rough stone tools broken in
use. This sample includes 29 pieces of amphibolite and 10 pieces of greywacke (as previously
mentioned), as well as 19 pieces of Huronian slate and four pieces of quartzite. The fragments of slate
may represent detritus resulting from tool production, although no formal artifacts of this material were
found at Willcock. The quartzite specimens include two fragments from large cobbles as well as two
irregular shards. These could be referred to the chipped lithic industry but have not because of the evident
absence of chipped quartzite artifacts. The remaining 132 fragments, constituting the majority of this
sample, are fire-cracked portions of cobbles of other metamorphic and igneous stone. All retain the
remnants of smooth surfaces that may pertain to natural weathering or casual use.
Fire-Cracked Rock
As summarized earlier, fire-cracked rock was discarded in the field during the 1982 excavations. No hard
data are, therefore, available on the quantity or distribution of this material for most of the longhouse and
Middens 51 and 52, although the middens generally had an abundance of fire-cracked rock and the
distribution within the longhouse may be characterized as light and sporadic. The 1983 excavations
recovered a total of 65,997gm. These were processed as earlier described, and then discarded.
Bone Tools
The majority of the artifacts considered in this section are of bone: a few specimens of antler and shell
have, however, been lumped with this artifact class for convenience. Considering the large quantity of
faunal remains from the Willcock site that constituted potential raw material, the bone tool assemblage is
rather small.
Bone Awls
Awls comprise the most common bone artifact category: 20 were recovered. One specimen is a catfish
spine and all others are of mammalian bone. Most (N-16) are manufactured on or from longbone
splinters; the exceptions (N-3) are manufactured from ribs. All are complete with the exception of two
splinter awls. Two of the latter retain a complete articular longbone end. One of these (Figure 24i), is
tentatively identified as a bear ulna; it is heavily worn or polished over the entire surface and features a
bi-conically drilled hole at the base for suspension.
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The second (Figure 24j) has an
unmodified articular end. A single
splinter awl resembles an eyeless
needle in that it has been carefully
ground from a long, thin sliver of
bone (Figure 24k): in all other cases
grinding is more or less confined to
the working tip (Figure 241). The 18
complete bone awls have a range
and mean length of 50-125 mm and
89.0 mm, respectively.
Bone Beads
Five bird bone beads were found.
All were manufactured by scoring
and
snapping,
a
technique
represented on one of the specimens
that is unfinished (Figure 24d). The
other four beads are finished and
complete. While all have had their
ends
ground
subsequent
to
snapping, this has been done rather
casually, so that all of the ends are
somewhat uneven and retain the
scars of scoring (Figure 24e).
Modified Deer Phalange
The three modified deer phalange
are all of the cup-and-pin game
variety.
Two
specimens
are
fragmentary and are calcined, one a
Figure 24: The Willcock Site: Bone, Antler and Shell Artifacts
distal end and the other a proximal.
The third specimen (Figure 24f) is
complete and features a charred distal end with the uniconically drilled hole common to all three, as well
as the exposed marrow cavity at the proximal end.
Antler Flakers
Two definite flakers and a possible third were found. The former are cylindrical flakers and have lengths
of 64 mm (Figure 24c) and 57 mm. The remaining specimen is a modified antler tine with a length of 69
mm. The distal or natural end of the tine is worn and faceted; the proximal end has been scored and
snapped and is charred.
Miscellaneous Bone Artifacts
Seven specimens are considered under this catch-all. Four artifacts may represent bone leisters. All are
manufactured from mammalian longbone splinters and have been carefully ground to remove the
cancellous tissue and effect the desired shape. Two of the specimens are complete. Both are long and
narrow and slightly concavo-convex in cross-section. One of these (Figure 24a) features a sharp, awl-like
tip and is unifacially bevelled at the opposite end. The second (Figure 24b) features a blunter tip, chiselshaped in cross-section, and is also unifacially bevelled at the opposite end. These two artifacts have
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respective lengths of 91 mm and 112 mm. The two fragments are distal or tip sections of similar form and
are both burnt. One features a bluntly pointed tip, ovoid in cross-section. The other has a narrow, squared
tip, rectanguloid in cross-section.
Two other miscellaneous bone artifacts may represent knives or scrapers. Both comprise longbone
splinters. One has a slightly concave, worn lateral edge. The other features a blunt tip, with wear
continuous from the tip along the two convex lateral edges. The remaining miscellaneous bone artifact is
a piece of turtle carapace (Figure 24g). It features a high polish on the interior surface and probably
represents a fragment of turtle shell rattle, with the attendant interior wear.
Modified Clam Shell
One clam shell polisher was recovered (Figure 24h); exterior wear on this specimen has resulted in a hole.
A second clam shell is very poorly preserved and represented by fragments but appears to feature similar
modification.
Faunal Remains
Faunal remains were abundant and well-preserved at the Willcock site: 25,629 gms were recovered. The
sample as a whole has not yet been analysed. However, the impression is one of a wide variety of
mammals dominated by deer, with fish also well represented by both bones and scales. Turtle shell
fragments are present in small quantities. One unusual find is a crayfish claw, preserved by burning.
A small portion of the total sample was recovered in the form of a mass of bone in sandy matrix in one
corner of the base of a large storage/refuse pit within the southwest portion of the longhouse (Square 490495, Feature 1, Layer 3). This material was kindly examined by Ms. Deborah Pihl (1983). Her
preliminary analysis noted that the bone was generally well preserved but extensively fragmented
prehistorically. Portions of the following were identified: four white-tailed deer, one beaver, muskrat,
raccoon and frog or toad, two wild turkeys and one fish. The deer comprised three juveniles (ages 7-9
months) and one adult, from which Pihl infers a winter season of death (November to March).
Articulations noted were limited to a pair of metapodial distal epiphyses and two carpals. Interestingly,
the meaty body and upper leg portions of the deer are not represented, and the mandibles, ulna, radius,
metapodials and phalange were all broken, apparently when green and in systematic processing, perhaps
to remove the high quality marrow. Pihl observed no evidence of heat processing and no butchering
marks, although she observes that a more detailed examination of the bone, which had not been washed at
the time of her study, could reveal the latter. Of the small to medium sized mammals, she observes that all
appear to have been subadults. The fish remains included articulated articular and quadrate bones of a
small to medium sized fish. Of the two turkeys, one is a large male and the other a smaller bird of
unknown sex.
Floral Remains
Floral remains comprise charcoal and carbonized plant remains. Charcoal is represented by a total weight
of 7097 gm pertaining to 789 catalogue numbers. Carbonized plant remains were not particularly
common at Willcock: they are represented by 599 gms pertaining to a total of 182 catalogue numbers.
Microscopic carbonized plant remains may also be present in the screened residue from flotation samples:
these comprise 295 catalogue numbers with a total weight of 2325 gm.
To date, none of the above has been analysed. It may be stated, however, that corn appears to be the only
cultigen present in quantity and that unidentified nut fragments are also present. An informal examination
of the floated material from 60 litres of soil resulted in the identification of one squash seed, three tobacco
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seeds, three pieces of bean and one sunflower seed, all carbonized, as well as one uncarbonized sunflower
seed (c. Turton, personal communication, October 23, 1982).
Middle Woodland Ceramics
Diagnostic ceramics comprise the only material that can definitely be attributed to the Middle Woodland
Saugeen Culture component of the Willcock site. These include two rims, eight fragmentary rims, 35
body sherds, two neck-shoulder sherds and 71 fragmentary sherds. Five vessels have been tentatively
recognized on the basis of differences in decorative technique, motif, paste and temper. Descriptions
follow.
Vessel A

• •

Vessel A is the best represented
of the five vessels (Figure 25h).
It consists of one rim, 13 body
sherds and 50 fragmentary
sherds. The rim is outflaring
with a flattened lip, and
terminates at a coil break. Lip
thickness and upper rim height
are 9 mm and 10 mm,
respectively. No decoration is
present excepting a smoothedover cord malleation of the lip;
other surfaces are all carefully
smoothed. The body sherds vary
in thickness from 12 to 16 mm
(x 14.0). All feature a
smoothed-over exterior cord
malleation with a parallel
alignment,
with
smooth
interiors. The alignment of the
cording is almost at right angles
to the numerous coil breaks,
indicating that the cording was
Figure 25: The Willcock Site: Middle Woodland Ceramics
slightly oblique to the vertical
axis of the vessels. The sherds
are characterized by a relatively soft paste with small amounts of large grit temper (maximum size, 8
mm).
VesselB
Vessel B is represented by one rim, one neck-shoulder sherd, 8 body sherds and four fragmentary sherds.
The vessel featured an outflaring rim with a flattened lip and rounded shoulder (Figure 25a-c). The lip
thickness and upper rim height are 8 mm and 18 mm, respectively; body sherds range in thickness from 9
to 12 mm (x 10.8). All of the sherds are decorated by the dentate stamped technique. The interior rim
(Figure 25 a) features a double band of obliques (right to left above left to right) immediately below the
lip, above a plain, smoothed lower interior. The lip is decorated with obliques (left to right). The upper
exterior rim is also decorated by obliques consisting of a minimum of four bands that form a herringbone
motif (right to left, left to right, etc.). On the rim itself these bands terminate a break, but they continue on
the neck-shoulder sherd (Figure 25b) where they give way at the body to discrete, obliquely-oriented
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plaits of parallel dentate stamps separated by carefully smoothed oblique bands (Figure 25c). Vessel B is
quite similar to Vessel A in terms of paste and the quantity of temper, although the maximum grit size is
smaller, at only 5 mm.
Vessel C
Vessel C consists of 14 body and 16 fragmentary sherds. The body sherds all have smooth interiors and
smoothed over cord malleated exteriors (Figure 25g). The treatment of the latter appears identical to that
of Vessel A. However, there is no evidence of coil breaks on the Vessel C sherds. Other differences are
also present: the paste of this vessel is harder and more densely tempered. The temper has a maximum
size of 8 mm, although smaller pieces in the order of 3 mm predominate. The body sherds range in
thickness from 9-13 (x 10.3) mm, with one sherd of 20 mm. The last may be a basal sherd; if so, Vessel C
had a rounded bottom.
Vessel D
Vessel D is represented by seven fragmentary rims and one neck-shoulder sherd. Little can be inferred
concerning vessel form and overall decoration motif given the smallness of the sherds. However, several
have definite coil breaks. The exteriors of all sherds feature a continuous pattern of shallow, smoothedover rocker dentate stamps (Figure 25d). The interiors all feature deep parallel cord malleation, oriented
horizontally to the breaks (Figure 25e). The sherds vary in thickness from 10 to 12 mm (x 11.0) and have
a relatively soft paste with small amounts of larger temper up to 7 mm in size.
Vessel E
Vessel E consists of two tentatively associated sherds: a neck-shoulder and a fragmentary sherd. The
former (Figure 25f) is missing the interior surface. The exterior surface of this sherd features continuous
horizontals executed by an indeterminate tool and subsequently smoothed over. The fragmentary sherd
features a coil break and retains only the interior surface. This has a parallel cord malleation, oriented
horizontally to the break, and resembles the interior treatment of the Vessel D sherds. Both sherds have a
reasonably hard paste, lightly tempered with larger fragments of grit up to 8 mm in size.
DISTRIBUTIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS
The distributions of sherds pertaining to the five Middle Woodland vessels are illustrated in Figure 26.
Only a few of the sherds, those recovered from the central areas of middens, were found in stratified
deposits, and in all such cases the layers concerned were Iroquoian. All other sherds were found in topsoil
in units excavated all-to-subsoil, although a closer depth control in a few of the units permits some
observations of relevance to the Saugeen component.
Vessel A sherds were roughly distributed in two concentrations south of the longhouse, one just outside
and the other almost 20 meters further south, near the limit of excavation. Vessel A sherds in the first
concentration were found in units with a depth to subsoil from 10 to 25 cm. More precise depth
information is available for the three units closest to the longhouse: in all of these the sherds were found
at the topsoil/subsoil interface. Sherds recovered from the southern concentration were excavated at
depths ranging from 0-9 cm to 0-14 cm. In both concentrations, Vessel A sherds were associated with
sherds of Vessel C. Vessel B sherds were recovered from two adjacent excavation units in the unstratified
eastern edge of Midden 52. These comprised a basal deposit at a depth of 14 cm, sandwiched between
Iroquoian diagnostics and subsoil. Vessel C sherds, as noted above, were partly associated with those of
Vessel A. Other Vessel C sherds were derived from all-to-subsoil excavations in two units just south of
Midden 51, with respective depths of 0-10 cm and 0-11 cm. In the latter Vessel C sherds were associated
with sherds of Vessel D as well as Iroquoian diagnostics. This excavated unit lies on the fringe of Midden
51. Vessel D sherds were primarily associated with Midden 51 and excepting the latter unit all of the
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examples from this midden were recovered from the top or middle layers, layers 1 or 2, above the basal
Iroquoian Layer 3. A single sherd from Vessel D was found in a comparable context in Midden 52.
Vessel E sherds were derived from two unstratified units excavated all-to-subsoil. One unit lies in the
northern part of Midden 52, the other at the juncture of Middens 52 and 53. These units had respective
depths of 0-9 cm and 0-10 cm.

~:

alphabetical vessel designation
(see text)

Figure 26: The Willcock Site Distribution and Inferred Matches of Middle Vessels

The above data suggest a partial but incomplete disturbance of the Saugeen component by the later
Iroquoian occupants of the Willcock site. Clearly all of the Vessel D sherds were redeposited by the Late
Woodland inhabitants, with the possible exception of the Vessel D sherds from the westernmost
excavation unit of their occurrence. The simplest explanation for this would be that all or most of the
Vessel D sherds concerned originally lay on the future site of the longhouse, and that they were
incidentally swept up and thrown out centuries later along with Iroquoian refuse. Sherds from the other
four Saugeen vessels, however, were recovered from what are likely to be their original contexts. This
would apply to Vessel A and C, possibly B, and less definitely E. The horizontal distributions (Figure 26)
generally suggest that the Middle Woodland component comprised a loose scatter over the entire
excavated area of the site and, at least in the southern part of the excavation, beyond. Available data on
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vertical distributions further suggest that in-situ Middle Woodland remains are confined to depths at or
immediately above the subsoil surface.
DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATIONS
One of the fundamental objectives of the 1983 return to Willcock was to clarify the matter of multicomponency. The 1983 investigations recovered sufficient positive and negative evidence to refute the
suggestions of a possible Late Archaic occupation and confirmed that the site is primarily a Late
Woodland component with a minor occupation during the Middle Woodland period.
The five vessels attributed to the earlier occupation feature a number of early ceramic traits, most of
which are present on and/or typical of ceramics of the Saugeen Culture as described by Finlayson
(1977:616-620). Common Saugeen traits include outflaring rims with flattened lips (vessels A, B), the use
of the coiled technique of manufacture (vessels A, D, E), the predominance of smoothed interiors (vessels
A, B, C), and the use of the dentate stamped and rocker dentate decorative techniques (vessels B and D,
respectively). The precise decorative motifs present on Vessel B, the only vessel for which these
attributes can be confidently observed, do not have exact correspondences in known samples but do
resemble Saugeen vessels described by Finlayson (1977), specifically in the presence of a double band of
obliques on the interior, a single band of obliques on the lip, obliques forming a herring-bone pattern on
the exterior rim, and obliques forming obliquely-oriented plaits on the body. The use of the same tool and
technique for all of the above (dentate stamp) and the extensiveness of the decoration are also good
Saugeen traits. Other aspects of the Willcock sample that are less common Saugeen traits are smoothedover cord malleated bodies (vessels A, C) and a lack of interior, lip and exterior decoration (Vessel A). Of
the five Willcock vessels, only two incorporate traits that have not been documented for the Saugeen
Culture. Vessels D and E each feature cord malleated interiors, a characteristic in the lower Great Lakes
region of Early Woodland ceramics such as Vinette I (Spence and Fox 1983). However, both vessels
feature a lack of exterior cord malleation together with the presence of exterior decoration, traits that
would preclude their identification as Early Woodland.
Comparative dating of the Saugeen component at Willcock is complicated by the small sample and by a
dating controversy concerning the Saugeen Culture itself. Both Wright (1972) and Finlayson (1977) view
the Saugeen as an Early to Middle Woodland continuum beginning approximately 700 B.C. and
extending to at least 600 A.D. (Finlayson 1977:604, 612). However, the potential for cultural
contamination has been recognized as a possible source of error for the earlier dates from the Donaldson
site (Ibid: 191) and several other early Saugeen components (Spence and Pihl 1984:38). Given these and
other considerations, a more discrete Saugeen time span of ca. 300 B.C. to 600-800 A.D. is preferred
here, subject to future research. Finlayson (1977:583:590, 617-620) has documented two major and
several minor temporal trends in Saugeen ceramics, the former comprising a decline in pseudo scallop
shell decoration and an increase in dentate stamping. The weight of the evidence presented suggests that
dentate stamping is the later trait, and a temporal division has accordingly been formulated with an early
Saugeen phase (ca. B.C. 700-A.D. 100) dominated by pseudo scallop shell and a late Saugeen phase (ca.
100-600 or 800 A.D.) dominated by dentate stamping (Ibid:6l2). Notwithstanding the above trend,
dentate stamped sherds are present in low frequencies on early Saugeen sites and pseudo scallop sherds
are similarly present on late Saugeen sites. In consequence, the Saugeen component at Willcock can only
be attributed to the broad temporal span of the Saugeen Culture.
The Middle Woodland occupation at Willcock appears to have been dispersed over much of the knoll.
Distributional data, discussed earlier and illustrated in Figure 26, indicate that the two concentrations of
sherds south of the longhouse represent undisturbed contexts. Though no structural remains have been
identified for this occupation, it is interesting to note that the concentration closest to the Iroquoian
longhouse also equates roughly with the only cluster of exterior-house post moulds (Kewa 08 #5-6:
Figure 7). It is reasonable to assume that cultural remains other than ceramics were also left by the Middle
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Woodland occupants of the site, and of the potential undiagnostic material the single most probable
artifact is the utilized biface trimming flake of Burlington Formation chert from southern Illinois, found
intermediary to the above concentrations of Saugeen sherds. The tentative association of this artifact with
the Saugeen occupation is based on the known predilection of Middle Woodland peoples for exotic
cherts. If indeed Middle Woodland, this specimen would reflect to a small degree the southern-derived
influences or contacts that are represented at many Middle Woodland sites in Ontario (Finlayson 1977;
Spence et al. 1979). The present example most likely pertains to a finished artifact imported northward
and damaged in-situ. To the best of the writer's knowledge, it is the only example of this material reported
in the literature for southwestern Ontario. Other (evidently rare) occurrences include two ceremonial
Adena bifaces (William Fox, personal communication) from a Morrison Island 2 burial in the Ottawa
Valley attributed to the Middlesex Mortuary Complex (Ritchie 1944) and dated 100 B.C. + 35 (Kennedy
1977).
In addition to the above specimen, distributional correlations suggest that other undiagnostic refuse may
also be attributed to the Middle Woodland occupation at Willcock. Comparisons between Figure 26 and
Kewa 08 #5-6 Figures 3-6 indicate a correlation of the two Middle Woodland sherd concentrations with
loci of fire-cracked rock and chipping detritus, though not with faunal remains or Iroquoian body sherds.
In fact, Iroquoian diagnostics are few and far between in the entire southern half of the site. These
patterns indicate that a major proportion of the refuse in that area is Middle Woodland in origin. The
actual quantity of remains is not large, however, and is unlikely to have biased the analysis of Late
Woodland non-ceramic material to any significant extent. Unfortunately, the above patterns were
observed too late to receive due consideration in this report.
With the evidence at hand, there is little else that can be said concerning the Middle Woodland
component at Willcock. As summarized by Spence and Pihl (1984:25), researchers have defined broadly
similar subsistence and settlement models for the Saugeen occupations of the Ausable, Maitland, Saugeen
and Nottawasaga rivers (Kenyon 1979, 1980b; Finlayson 1977; Conway 1975; Hamalainen 1975), with
spring band aggregates at major rapids for spring spawning fish, followed by summer and fall dispersal to
small camps on the Lake Huron shore to exploit aquatic resources and hunt deer, and finally a winter
movement to inland camps, many located adjacent to swamps that served as yarding areas for deer and
other cervids (Kenyon 1979). In the absence of pertinent local data, it can only be assumed that the
Saugeen peoples of the London area followed a similar pattern on the Thames drainage, though of
necessity modified by the lack of a littoral within the territory. Whether the numerous small ponds in the
vicinity constituted a sufficient environment for a winter yarding area remains to be established. In any
event, the evidence at Willcock suggests a relatively brief Saugeen occupation most consistent with a
summer, fall or possibly winter hunting camp.
The Late Woodland component at Willcock is similar to Magrath in terms of site size: while cultural
remains were scattered over the entire quarter acre surface of the knoll, virtually all remains and activities
were concentrated in an area half that extent at the north end. In almost all other respects, however,
Willcock is quite different. The presence of the single longhouse and of three rich house-end middens,
and the stratification of the middens and many pits all argue for a lengthy, more intensive and/or repeated
occupation. Several complementary lines of evidence further indicate that this occupation spanned at least
part of the late fall and/or winter season. This is suggested by the substantial nature of the structure, the
concentration of features within the house and the paucity of exterior house features, the high frequency
of intercutting features, the presence of large interior storage/refuse pits, the concentration of refuse in
middens to the general exclusion of other exterior-house areas, and the presence of large, well defined
hearths that were evidently used for heating as well as cooking, a dual function reflected in the abundance
of ash, charcoal and fire-cracked rock. An additional earmark of the season of occupation is the fact that
all of the demonstrable Late Woodland activity areas are located within the longhouse. These included
chipping stations within each end of the structure and in the vicinity of hearth clusters (indicated by
debitage), a probable locus of celt manufacture in the northwest part of the house (indicated by celts in
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three stages of manufacture), and cooking in the vicinity of the hearths (denoted by faunal remains). A
detailed analysis of both floral and faunal remains is obviously needed, but it may be stated that the
limited faunal analysis to date does support an occupation spanning or at least including the late fall
and/or early spring.
A total population of some 48 individuals or less has been inferred for this occupation. Their cultural
remains reflect a much more balanced demography than do those of Magrath (Poulton 2007, 2008), and a
much wider range of subsistence, manufacturing and maintenance activities. The adult male presence is
reflected by the vigorous chipped and rough and ground stone industries including the manufacture of
projectile points and stone pipes, by the manufacture and use of a substantial number of clay pipes, and by
the abundance of faunal remains derived from hunting and fishing. The adult female presence is equally
well represented by the abundance of pottery vessel fragments, together with lumps of clay and green clay
pertaining to ceramic manufacture, as well as a variety of artifacts and refuse pertaining to the processing
of plant and animal foods, hides etc. Finally, the presence of numerous young girls is indicated by the
large sample of juvenile vessel fragments, while that of young boys may be inferred from both juvenile
pipes and projectile points.
The large and diverse sample from the Late Woodland occupation offers a comparative basis for a variety
of artifact categories. The 66 vessels are predominantly collared in form (59%), though most collars are
poorly developed and collarless vessels have a substantial representation (41%). Whether enumerated by
vessel or rim count, the sample is dominated by the Iroquois Linear pottery type (26-34%), followed by
Ontario Horizontal, Niagara Collared and Glen Meyer Necked and Linear Stamped, all of which comprise
10% or more by either or both reckoning. Horizontal rim motifs are most characteristic, comprising fully
50% of the decorated vessels, with push-pull the most popular technique followed by roughly equal
frequencies of linear stamping and incising. The vessels are further characterized by a low frequency of
neck decoration (18%), high frequencies of lip decoration (49%) and interior decoration (38%), and a
high incidence of castellations (33%), most typically decorated with chevrons (50%). Vessel bodies and
body sherds overwhelmingly feature the smoothed-over ribbed paddle treatment (68%), with a lesser
incidence of plain (22%). Ceramic pipes are exceedingly common at Willcock, as illustrated by a pipe
fragment (N-184) to rim sherd (N-248) ratio of .74. Although generally short, the pipes are also generally
very well made. Two remaining characteristics of the Willcock artifact sample that may be singled out as
typical concern the chipped lithic assemblage. Firstly, raw materials are almost equally represented by
Kettle Point chert, Onondaga chert and local Devonian pebble cherts. Secondly, the substantial projectile
point sample is almost totally dominated by notched specimens (N-40, 91%).
Pending the results of radio-carbon dating, a relatively accurate cultural and temporal placement for the
Willcock Late Woodland component can be determined from artifact comparisons. That the occupation
post-dated the hypothesized conquest of Glen Meyer by Pickering peoples (Wright 1966) is evident from
the substantial representation of Pickering traits. These include an abundant representation of chevron
castellations and of the Iroquois Linear and Ontario Horizontal pottery types, the predominance of the
ribbed paddle vessel body treatment, and the presence of cup-and-pin game deer phalange, all
characteristic of the Pickering Branch of the Early Ontario Iroquois stage (Ibid:53). In contrast,
specifically Glen Meyer traits are less well represented in the presence of the Glen Meyer Necked and
Linear Stamped and the Stafford Stamped pottery types, in the occurrence of a few scarified body sherds,
and in the presence of spokeshave scrapers and Glen Meyer end scrapers.
More detailed comparisons place the Willcock occupation in the Middle Ontario Iroquois stage around
the time of the transition from the Uren to Middleport substages, dated by Wright (1966) ca. 1350 A.D.
This can be seen in the relative balance of early (late Pickering and Uren substage) traits, intermediary
traits, and late (Middleport substage) traits. Earlier traits are exemplified by the dominance of horizontal
rim motifs in general and the Iroquois Linear pottery type in particular. As observed by Wright (1966:44),
this short-lived type may serve as a horizon marker, reaching a peak of nearly 50% at the late Pickering
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Bennett and Barrie sites. The Willcock pipe sample also features early traits in the relative shortness of
most specimens, in the presence of obtuse-angled elbows, and in the presence of dorsally flattened and
other non-circular stem cross-sections. Transitional traits may be illustrated in part by reference to the
frequencies of the dominant pottery types. Ontario Horizontal, Iroquois Linear and Ontario Oblique,
which usually comprise over 50% at late Pickering and Uren substage sites (Ibid:53), total 49% of vessels
and 52% of rims at Willcock, but Ontario Oblique is very much a minority type. Conversely, of the three
dominant Middleport substage types (Ibid: 61), Middleport Oblique is barely represented and Lawson
Incised is absent. The third type, Ontario Horizontal, is viewed as the probable descendent of Iroquois
Linear (MacNeish 1952:19) reflecting the transition from the push-pull to the incised technique during
late Pickering and Uren times (Wright 1966: 49). Other transitional characteristics at Willcock are the
frequency of collared and collarless vessels and the minor presence of cup-and-pin game deer phalange.
Late or typical Middleport substage traits (Ibid:62-65) are exemplified by the predominance of the ribbed
paddle vessel body treatment and by the abundance of clay pipes and notched points. Within the pipe
sample, late traits are in the majority and include right-angled elbows, circular stems, vasiform bowls,
some complex geometric zoned decoration and the general quality of manufacture. The cylindrical antler
flakers are also a typical Middleport trait. These late traits may be supplemented by a number of negative
early traits, including the total absence on the pottery of bossing and cord-wrapped stick decoration.
While granting the transitional nature of the assemblage, the proportion of positive and negative late traits
suggests that Willcock can be best described as early Middleport rather than late Uren.
It is no simple matter to derive a date from this taxonomic placement, for the underlying concepts of the
Middle Ontario Iroquois stage are currently in a state of flux. As originally formulated by Wright (1966)
and dated by seriation and a single radiocarbon date, this stage spanned the period 1300-1400 A.D. The
Uren substage (ca. 1300-1350) represented the coalescence through conquest of Pickering and Glen
Meyer and resulted in the Middleport substage (ca. 1350-1400), a widespread and relatively
homogeneous cultural complex that served as a common base for Iroquoian tribal differentiation in
Ontario after 1400 A.D. In the mid-1970s, the validity of the Uren substage was questioned in the belief
that the type site excavated by Wintemberg (1928) in 1920 actually subsumed separate Glen Meyer and
Middleport villages (Noble 1975:50). Researchers since have largely followed the suggestion that the
term Uren be deleted pending the resolution of the matter (Ibid: 52), even though the matter was
apparently resolved to the contrary soon after: a re-excavation of the Uren site in 1977 concluded that it
was a single component and that significant differences between the 1920 and 1977 artifact samples
derive from intra-site variation (M. Wright 1979:100). In lieu of a Uren substage researchers, in the past
several years have tended to include all Middle Ontario Iroquoian sites under the term Middleport (e.g.
Kapches 1981, Pearce 1982b), variously described as a stage, period, complex or horizon. One major
trend in recent Middleport research has been the recognition of the importance of geographic variation
and the investigation of regional sequences (e.g. Sutherland 1980). A second major trend has been to
expand the temporal boundaries of Middleport, in part on the basis of an increased number of
radiocarbon-dated components. Thus the Middleport stage has been argued to begin somewhat earlier, ca.
1250 A.D. (e.g. M. Wright 1979:102; Kapches 1981:70) and to extend somewhat later to ca. 1450 A.D.
The recognition that tribal differentiation began in Middleport has been cited as one justification for the
latter date (Kapches 1981:70), while an independent basis has been offered by the correlation of the late
Middleport Crawford Lake site with varved lake sediments dating 1435-1459 (Finlayson and Byrne
1975:34).
Most recently, Timmins' study of the application of radiocarbon dating to Iroquoian archaeology has
emphasized that there is no chronometric (radiocarbon) evidence for the expanded range of 1250-1450
A.D. and that on the contrary calibrated dates strongly suggest Middleport is largely confined to the first
half of the fourteenth century (Timmins 1984:100). Of equal interest is the suggestion that Middleport
represents a sloping temporal horizon that began earlier in the London area than further east (Ibid: 163).
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The foregoing digression provides an essential context for the comparative dating of the Willcock Late
Woodland occupation. One important implication of recent research is that seriation must be used with
care. Applied to related sites in a local sequence, seriation can be an effective means of relative dating.
Applied to undated-sites that pertain to different sequences over a wide area, it may only indicate relative
stages of cultural development. This can be demonstrated for the Willcock site by comparison with
several radiocarbon dated local and non-local components. The Bennett site, north of Hamilton, is a late
Pickering village occupied just prior to the hypothesized conquest of Glen Meyer (Wright and Anderson
1969:63): it has two radiocarbon dates that have been averaged to 1270 + 40, calibrating to 1315 + 35
(Ibid). The Edwards site (Pearce 1982a), located 5 km northwest of Willcock, is an early Middleport
village: two dates have been averaged to 1255 + 50, calibrated to 1290 + 30 (Ibid). Also included for
purposes of discussion are the Elliott site (a Uren substage site east of Toronto), the Downpour site (a
Uren site near Aylmer), the Drumholm site (an early Middleport site, the sister village of Edwards), and
the Roeland site (a late Glen Meyer village on the Caradoc sand plan) (Williamson 1982, 1985). The
latter site has two radiocarbon dates that average to 1225 + 55 and calibrate to 1280 + 30 (Timmins
1984). Roeland, Edwards, and Drumholm all pertain to an hypothesized local sequence that culminated at
the prehistoric Neutral Lawson site, ca. 1500 A.D. (Pearce 1982b).
Rim sherd seriation and coefficients of similarity for several of the above are presented in tables presented
in the upcoming Kewa on the Pond Mills site. The results suggest a seriation from early to late of Bennett,
Elliott, Willcock, Downpour, Uren, Edwards, and Drumholm. This would place Willcock in the Uren
substage.
The comparison of select ceramic attributes for the local sites (see upcoming Kewa on the Pond Mills
site) and of non-ceramic attributes indicate a similar placement for Willcock in the Iroquoian sequence of
the London area, intermediary to the late Glen Meyer Roeland and the early Middleport Edwards. More
discrete temporal ceramic traits will be discussed in greater detail later in this report. For the present it
may be observed that where different analyses permit comparisons significant changes can be observed.
Between Roeland and Willcock these include the rise of collared vessels and pointed castellations; the
advent of the push-pull decorative technique; an increase in incised decoration; a decrease in linear
stamped decoration; the virtual disappearance of corded body sherds; the disappearance of bossing and
cord-wrapped stick decoration; the advent of the ribbed paddle vessel body treatment; and a major
increase in the number of ceramic pipes and notched points. Changes from Willcock to Edward include a
continued trend to collared vessels; a doubling in the incidence of Simple and Complex rim motifs and a
corresponding decrease in Horizontal motifs; a decrease in the frequency of castellated vessels and of
interior, lip, neck and secondary rim decoration; and the virtual disappearance of push-pull and a doubling
of the incidence of incising. The Edwards body sherds are "mostly plain" (Pearce 1982a:12), suggesting a
marked decrease in ribbed paddle. Finally, available data indicate that ceramic pipes are relatively
common at Edwards and the projectile point sample, though small (N-ll analysable), is remarkably
similar.
Comparisons between Uren and Willcock indicate differences of a like order. As the 1977 Uren sample
(M. Wright 1979) seriates earlier than the larger 1920 sample (Wright and Anderson 1969), both will be
referenced. Bosses, present on 12 to 20% of the Uren rim collections (1920 versus 1977 samples) are
absent at Willcock. The major rim decorative techniques have somewhat similar frequencies, with pushpull popular at Uren (30-36%) and dominant at Willcock (27%), linear stamped, dominant at Uren (3440%) and popular at Willcock (23%), and incising, popular at Willcock (21%) and less common at Uren
(17-9%). Of the exterior rim motifs, bands of obliques that dominate the greater Uren sample (45-6%) are
rare at Willcock (5%), horizontals of secondary popularity at Uren (34-24%) are dominant at Willcock
(46%) and obliques popular at Uren (21-45%) are less popular at Willcock (14%). Body sherd surface
treatments are similar with ribbed paddle somewhat less dominant at Uren (52-53%) than Willcock (68%)
and plain sherds more common (27-31% versus 22%). Uren also features a higher incidence of interior
decoration (47-64% versus 38%), lip decoration (54-54% versus 49%) and neck decoration (32-55%
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versus 18%). Clay pipes are much rarer at Uren: the sample of 31 pipe fragments and 1347 rims yields a
ratio of .02, one-fortieth that of Willcock. Finally, triangular points, which dominate the Uren point
sample (75-71%), are rare at Willcock (9%). Excepting the relative proportion of body sherd treatments,
Willcock seriates later than Uren according to all of the above traits.
The seriation of the Willcock site within the local sequence places the occupation intermediary to
Roeland and Edwards in the last half of the thirteenth century. Comparisons, however, indicate that a
more finite date cannot be determined, for it is difficult to reconcile the substantial changes in material
culture between Roeland and Edwards with the suggestion of near contemporaneity ca. 1280-1290 A.D.
based on the mean of the calibrated radiocarbon dates. Presumably this is one case where the standard
deviation is applicable and should specifically be applied to Roeland or Edwards or both in order to
increase the temporal gap between the two sites. This is by far the simplest explanation and is preferable
to the alternatives: that changes of the order of magnitude observed are possible within the span of only a
decade or so; or that Roeland and Edwards are contemporary but pertain to separate, non-synchronous
developmental sequences.
On a broader geographic level, the inconsistencies in the cultural versus temporal placement of the sites
discussed are striking. Using Timmins' application of the radiocarbon dates Bennett, the supposedly preconquest Pickering village, is contemporary with Uren, the alleged product of the hypothesized conquest,
and both sites are later than Edwards, the Middleport result of Uren developments. If the chronometric
basis for the above is accepted, the result supports the interpretation that the Middleport "horizon"
developed earlier in some areas than others, and that it developed earlier in the London area than in local
sequences further east (Timmins 1984: 162-3).
The evidence for long distance trade and/or non-Iroquoian contacts is limited at Willcock. Chert type
frequencies offer the clearest indications. The presence of Kettle Point chert reflects either direct or
indirect access to the deposits on Lake Huron, while Onondaga chert, Ancaster and Selkirk cherts
demonstrate links with other Middleport peoples closer to Lake Erie and, to a much lesser degree, Lake
Ontario. The presence of the "self-slipped" body surface treatment on a small proportion of the Willcock
ceramics is a more enigmatic sign of external influences. The term "self-slipped", in usage at the London
office of the Ministry of Citizenship and Culture, represents a ceramic trait of the Younge Tradition
(Fitting 1965) found on components such as the Parker Earthwork in Essex County (Lee 1958) and the
Wolf site in Macomb County, Michigan (Greenman 1939:c.f. Plate IV). It is interesting that at Willcock
this western trait is in part combined with the ribbed paddle treatment, a physical mixture of western and
Iroquoian traits ultimately derived from opposite geographic directions.
Precisely what function Willcock served in a greater settlement and subsistence patters remains to be
established. In its location on light soils in an historic oak stand, the site generally resembles the Glen
Meyer Millstream Cluster hamlets of the Caradoc sand plain discussed with reference to Magrath, and it
is possible that Willcock similarly served as a camp for the intensive exploitation of seasonally available
resources.
Despite the lack of detailed floral and faunal analyses, it is evident that hunting and fishing were
important activities for the people at Willcock. The role of agriculture is more problematic: such cultigens
as are present may have been grown nearby or may merely have been brought to the site as stores. In the
evidence for seasonality and the apparent importance of hunting and fishing, Willcock most closely
resembles the Millcreek Cluster Yaworski site referenced earlier, a somewhat more substantial hamlet
with three to four houses (Williamson 1983). Williamson interprets this site as a late summer to early
winter nut harvesting and deer hunting camp with a secondary occupation in the spring to fish during the
spawning run. There is no obvious evidence for nut harvesting as a major activity at Willcock but the site
may otherwise have played a similar role in the Iroquoian occupation of the Byron area, serving as a late
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fall to winter hunting station and a spring fishing station. The presence of men, women and children all
engaged in the seasonal exploitation of natural resources duplicates the pattern of the Caradoc hamlets.
The relatively large number of projectile points at Willcock is consistent with the importance of hunting.
However, the preponderance of notched points (91%) suggests that some less obvious functional
phenomenon is also involved. Although the proportion of notched points is recognized as a quantitative
diagnostic of Middleport (Wright 1966:62-63), comparisons show that the high frequency of notched
points at Willcock is aberrant for any time period in the Ontario Iroquois Tradition. Fox (1980:7)
observes that side-notched bifaces become well established after 1300 A.D. and reach frequencies of 2540% after 1400 A.D. before declining at the end of the late prehistoric period. One may surmise from this
that the dominance of notched points at Willcock is neither a social nor (primarily) a temporal indicator.
In direct contrast to the Willcock sample, precisely the reverse proportion of notched to triangular forms
occurs at the ca. 1500 A.D. Younge Tradition Weiser site near Wallaceburg, where 91% of the 211 points
are triangular (Fox 1980). It seems, then, that the presence or absence of notching does mean something.
Unfortunately, none of the potential explanations provide a consistent answer for all of the facts. For
example, notching suggests a functional need for better hafting, especially where lateral movement of the
tool is important, and this may suggest that side-notched points were more strictly multi-functional than
triangular points and were used for butchering etc. as well as for tipping projectiles (William Fox,
personal communication). Logical though it is, that interpretation would conflict with the evidence at
Weiser, where it has been suggested on the basis of chert differences that the side-notched points were
Iroquoian and were obtained through warfare with the prehistoric Neutral, the corollary being that the
Neutral were using notched points specifically for killing people. In short, there is no obvious explanation
for this particular aspect of the Willcock assemblage.
Intra-site comparisons for Willcock yield some very interesting results and it must be stated that the site is
admirable for this purpose from several perspectives. The site was relatively small, totally undisturbed
and was totally excavated. The strict adherence to the one meter square as the basic excavation unit
further provides excellent control for examining horizontal distribution patterns. In addition, the relative
simplicity of the Late Woodland occupation (one house with associated middens) limits the potential
number of explanations for any observed phenomena, specifically ensuring that any intra-site variation is
unlikely to be social or ethnic in origin. Another controlling factor is the length of occupation, and
exhaustive matches attempted for a variety of artifact categories bear on this issue. As described in the
analysis, numerous physical and inferred matches of Late Woodland rims connect each of the three
middens with the others and all with the longhouse (Kewa 08 #5-6: FigurelO). This evidence for a broad
contemporaneity of all middens and the living structure is further supplemented by the physical matches
of other artifact categories, namely ceramic pipes (House-Midden 53; House-Middens 52-53; Middens
52-53), bifaces (House-Middens 51 and 52; Middens 51-52; Middens 52-53), a stone pipe (HouseMidden 52) and a celt (House-Midden 53). Yet another controlling factor in intra-site comparisons is
sample size, and the major comparative units at Willcock are similar in this respect. The two richest
Middens, 51 and 52, feature comparable volumes of excavated soils (19.8% and 17.0% of the site total,
respectively), as well as comparable rim sherd frequencies (N-75 and N-84, respectively). The other
comparative units, Midden 53 and the longhouse, are less ideal in terms of sample size, the former
containing 8.2% of the excavated site volume (25 rims), the latter 15.1% (living floor) (47 rims). The
mere fact of rim sherd matches precludes the use of absolute vessel frequencies for intra-site comparisons
and rim sherds have accordingly been substituted for this purpose. As depicted in Kewa 08 #5-6 Table 2,
distributions suggest important differences between Middens 51 and 52. Midden 51 has almost double the
frequency of Iroquois Linear rims and less than half the incidence of Ontario Horizontal rims. At the same
time, Midden 52 features the only four Lawson Opposed rims (albeit from the same vessel), almost twice
the frequency of Glen Meyer Linear Stamped rims, and four times the frequency of Niagara Collared
rims. To interpret these patterns, it is necessary to establish typological trends for the local Iroquoian
sequence in order to account for potential regional variation.
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Table 20: Willcock Site; Percentages of Early and Late Rim Sherd Types by
Excavation Unit
Ceramic Types

Early
Types

Late
Types

Glen Meyer
Necked
Stafford Stamped
Iroquois Linear
Total
%
Ontario Horizontal
Middleport Oblique
Lawson Opposed
Total
%

House
(N-47)

Midden 51
(IN-75)

Midden 52
(N-84)

Midden 53
(N-25)

3

5

3

3

2
13
18
38.2

1
34
40
53.3
8
12

8
11
44
1
4

0
0

20
26.7

22
25
29.8
22
2
4
28
33

5
20

This subject is treated in more
detail in the final section of the
report (see upcoming issues on
the Pond Mills site). For the
present, it can be stated that
local comparisons suggest
three progressive and three
conservative pottery types at
the general time of the
Willcock occupation. The
relative frequencies of these
are charted in Table 20.

The results suggest a higher proportion of earlier types and thus an early placement for the longhouse and
Middens 51 and 53, and a higher proportion of later types and a later placement for Midden 52.
Another potential temporal indicator is the relative frequency of collared and collarless rims. Pertinent
distribution data are presented in Table 21. Given that a single vessel may be represented by as many as
16 rim sherds, the relative frequencies of vessels are also illustrated even though the same vessel may in
reality be enumerated for two or three different units. Assuming that a higher proportion of collarless
vessels indicates an earlier placement, the results suggest an early placement for Midden 51, late
placements for Middens 52 and particularly 53, and an equivocal placement for the longhouse
(intermediary by sherd count, late by vessel count). In plain English, the ratios indicate that collarless
vessels and rims are two-to-five times as common in Midden 51 as 52 and three-to-nine times as common
in Midden 51 as Midden 53. The total site sample of 66 vessels or 248 rims yields a collared-collarless
vessel and rim ratio of .69 and .49, respectively. If these are taken as a mean index for the ceramic
assemblage, the overall proportion of vessel form by vessel count is most accurately reflected by Midden
52, while the proportion by rim count falls between Middens 51 and 52.
The evidence of pottery type and vessel
form distributions can be supplemented
to some degree by attribute data.
Although distributional comparisons of
ceramic traits were not undertaken in
the present analysis, detailed attribute
comparisons were made for collared
and collarless vessels, and by inference
the relative occurrence for various
attributes in the longhouse and middens
can
be
extrapolated
at
least
approximately. Once again, the incorporation of inferred temporal changes
for various attributes anticipates a fuller discussion presented later in this report. The results show a clear
and consistent pattern of later traits associated with collared as opposed to collarless vessels. Collared
vessels feature half the frequency of interior decoration, a 20% lower incidence of lip decoration (together
with a more restricted range of motifs), almost 30% less neck decoration (with motifs exclusively
comprised of horizontals), lower frequencies of Horizontal rim motifs (26% collared versus 59%
collarless) and Interrupted motifs (4% versus 18%) and a higher frequency of Simple rim motifs (26%
versus 5%). Other late traits closely associated with collared vessels include fewer castellations per vessel
(range 1-3, x 1.6 versus 1-6, x 2.1) and a lower incidence of castellated vessels (26% versus 39%).
Further differences are expressed in the technique of rim decoration. Compared to collarless vessels, the
collared sample exhibits more linear stamping (30% versus 18%) and less push-pull (19% versus 33%)

Table 21 : Willcock Site Ratio of Collared to Collarless Rims and
Vessels by Excavation Unit
Trait
House
Midden 51
Midden 53
Midden 52
17
Collared Rims
10
14
35
30
65
11
Collarless Rims
49
47
75
Total
84
25
0.57
Ratio
0.15
0.71
1.3
Collared Vessels*
10
7
12
8
11
21
Collarless Vessels*
18
8
Total
21
28
30
16
0.33
Ratio
0.91
0.67
1
"Frequencies not absolute.
Note: Total site sample comprises 81 collared rims and 167 collarless rims (N248) (ratio .49) and 27 collared vessels and 39 collariess vessels (N-66)
(ration .69).
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and incising (11% versus 18%). Only the last difference conflicts with the overwhelming association of
collared vessels with late traits and collarless vessels with early ones, as will be noted in the upcoming
Kewa on the Pond Mills site. Regardless, it may be inferred from the above that excavation units with a
preponderance of collarless vessels will also feature preponderance of earlier ceramic traits, and vice
versa. In short, it may be assumed that Midden 51 has a greater frequency of earlier ceramic traits and that
Middens 52 and 53 have a greater frequency of later ceramic traits.
Table 23: Willcock Site; Seriations of Excavation Units Based on
Tables 21 and 22
Basis of Seriation
Sequence
Early Rim
Late Rim
Rim Form
Vessel
Types
Types
Form Ratio
Ratio
Early

I
Late

Midden 51

House

Midden 51

Midden 51

Midden 52

Midden 53

House

Midden 52

House

Midden 51

Midden 52

House

Midden 53

Midden 52

Midden 53

Midden 53

The seriations of the excavation units
examined by the above criteria are
presented in Table 23. On the average
the four criteria indicate a sequence
from early to late of Midden 51,
Midden 52, the longhouse, and Midden
53. Midden 51 seriates earliest in three
out of four cases, and precedes Midden
52 in all cases, while Midden 53
seriates last in three out of four cases.

The early placement indicated for Midden 53 by the low frequency of late rim types may derive from our
limited knowledge of short term variation in the local ceramic sequence. For example, if the Niagara
Collared type were included as a late trait in Table 20, the result would be a revised seriation from early
to late of house to Midden 51, to 52 to 53, consistent in midden order with the seriation based on other
criteria. This in itself may argue for Niagara Collared as a progressive trait for the time period under
concern, but available comparative data for the local sequence suggest no trend for the Niagara Collared
type, even though it only makes its appearance in the Uren substage (c.f. Wright 1966:Table 1, 14, 15).
The equivocal seriations for the longhouse are at odds with the more consistent sequence for the middens:
the house places earliest in one case, second earliest in one case, and second last in two cases. One could
expect the longhouse seriation to depend upon refuse disposal patterns. The distributional contexts of rims
recovered from the longhouse have not been examined, but if memory serves, the vast majority (ca. 80%)
were derived from pit features, a pattern that reflects the relative sterility of the living floor. At the same
time, the distribution of longhouse-midden artifact matches show that the people were generally
discarding their refuse in the nearest available dump - Midden 51 for those who lived in the west part of
the longhouse, Midden 52 and 53 for those who lived in the east part. Given these refuse disposal
patterns, the longhouse sample would tend to mirror the total span of the Late Woodland occupation. This
would explain the more-or-less intermediary seriation of the longhouse in contrast to the middens.
Keeping in mind that artifact matches demonstrate a broad comtemporaneity for all refuse deposits, the
seriations indicate that Midden 51 is oldest only on the balance. As reconstructed here, this midden was
the first to fill up, and as it began to literally lap at the door the residents shifted to dumping more and
more of their refuse out the opposite end of the house.
Intra-site ceramic variability has been a matter of growing interest to Iroquoian researchers ever since
Wright (1974:241-243) first demonstrated the co-existence of conservative, intermediary and progressive
longhouses at the Nodwell site (c.f. Warwick 1984). The beauty of Willcock in this regard lies in its
simplicity: major ethnic, social and temporal differences may all be disregarded as potential explanations
for the observed variability. Assuming the ethnohistorical and archaeological evidence for Iroquoian
matrilocal residence, the manufacture of pottery by the women of individual households, the transmission
of learning from mother to daughter, the intense social interaction by the small group of related potters,
and the lack of inter-house ceramic exchange or borrowing, the Willcock ceramics should show a high
degree of intra-site homogeneity. The observed differences, then, are best regarded as what might be
termed "micro-temporal" variation. Just how "micro-temporal" the variation is would naturally depend on
how long the site was occupied, but assuming the Late Woodland occupation lasted no more than a
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generation or so the changes in ceramics appear substantial indeed. Wright (1974:309) has noted similar
evidence from vertical distributions at the Nodwell site: the absence of other examples in Iroquoian
research is not surprising considering how involved such investigations would be on a typical village. As
for Willcock, the level of temporal variation may be viewed as one more symptom of the rapid changes
and broadened influences that characterize the Uren to Middleport transition.
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